Motor response specificity in perceptual learning and its release by double training

Perceptual learning is usually feature-specific. Recently, we showed that perceptual learning is even specific for the motor response type. In a three-line bisection task, participants indicated whether the central line was offset either to the left or right by pressing a left or a right button, respectively. We found no transfer when the same participants adjusted the offset by using a computer mouse. Here, we first show that perceptual learning with mouse adjustments transfers to the untrained hand, but only for the trained adjustment condition. There was no transfer to the button press conditions, neither for the trained nor the untrained hand. Second, we show that a double training procedure enables transfer from the mouse adjustment to the button press condition. Hence, the specificity of perceptual learning to the motor response type can be overcome by double training as it is the case for visual features. Our results suggest that during perceptual learning, perceptuo-decisional signals are encoded together with the corresponding actions.

Introduction

Perceptual learning improves perception through training. One of the main characteristics of perceptual learning is that improvements with the trained stimuli do not generalize to untrained stimuli. For example, training and improvements with vertical bisection stimuli (Figure 1A) do not transfer to the same bisection stimulus rotated by 90° (Figure 1B; e.g., Aberg & Herzog, 2009; Crist, Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert, 1997; Crist, Li, & Gilbert, 2001; Grzeczkowski, Cretenoud, Herzog, & Mast, 2017; Grzeczkowski, Tartaglia, Mast, & Herzog, 2015; Herzog et al., 2012; Otto, Herzog, Fahle, Zhaoqing, 2006; Parkosadze et al., 2008; Tartaglia, Balmert, Mast & Herzog, 2009; Tartaglia, Aberg, & Herzog, 2009). Perceptual learning was not only found to be specific for the trained stimulus orientation (Crist et al., 1997; Fahle & Edelman, 1993; Spang, Grimsen, Herzog, & Fahle, 2010; Tartaglia et al., 2009; Vogels & Orban, 1985) but also for contrast (Sowden, Rose, & Davies, 2002; Yu, Klein, & Levi, 2004), motion direction (Ball & Sekuler, 1982, 1987), spatial frequency (Berardi & Fiorentini, 1987), retinal position (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1996), and even in some cases, the eye trained with (Karni & Sagi, 1991; but see Schoups & Orban, 1996).

The specificity of perceptual learning to low-level stimulus features (e.g., orientation), stimulus location, and the specificity for the trained eye were often taken as a strong indicator that perceptual learning takes place in early sensory cortical areas (Adab & Vogels, 2011; Crist et al., 2001; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Raiguel, Vogels, Mysore, & Orban, 2006; Schoups, Vogels, Qian, & Orban, 2001; Yang & Maunsell, 2004), which are mainly retinotopic and where neurons are often monocularly driven (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Hubel, Wiesel, & LeVay, 1977). Other studies proposed that perceptual learning occurs beyond primary sensory...
areas as high- or mid-level processes or distributed, interactive networks but before motor-related areas (Chen, Cai, Zhou, Thompson, & Fang, 2016; Dosher & Lu, 1998, 1999; Ghose, 2004; Ghose, Yang, & Maunsell, 2002; Law & Gold, 2008; Mollon & Danilova, 1996; Petrov, Dosher, & Lu, 2005; Shibata, Watanabe, Sasaki, & Kawato, 2011; Talluri, Hung, Seitz, & Seriès, 2015; Uka, Sasaki, & Kumano, 2012; Xiong, Zhang, & Yu, 2016; J.-Y. Zhang et al., 2010). This view was supported by many studies in the last decade showing that perceptual learning can generalize to different orientations and locations when specific training protocols are used, such as double training and training plus exposure (Mastropasqua, Galliussi, Pasucci, & Turatto, 2015; Wang, Zhang, Klein, Levi, & Yu, 2012, 2014; Xiao et al., 2008; J. Y. Zhang & Yang, 2014; Zhang & Yu, 2018; T. Zhang, Xiao, Klein, & Yu, 2010; but see Liang, Zhou, Fahle, & Liu, 2015a, 2015b), task-irrelevant perceptual learning (Choi, Seitz, & Watanabe, 2009; Galliussi, Grzeczkowski, Gerbino, Herzog, & Bernardis, 2018; Seitz, Kim, & Watanabe, 2009; Seitz & Watanabe, 2009; Watanabe, Náñez, & Sasaki, 2001), or when the untrained tasks share common features with the trained one (Huang, Lu, Tjan, Zhou, & Liu, 2007; McGovern, Webb, & Peirce, 2012; Wright, Sabin, Zhang, Marrone, & Fitzgerald, 2010).

Nevertheless, most of the perceptual learning theories (for reviews, see Li, 2016; Sagi, 2011; Watanabe & Sasaki, 2015) ensue from the classic information processing framework, which divides perception, cognition, and action in distinct, serial processes (Fodor, 1983; Johnson-Laird, 1988; Keele, 1968; Marr, 1982; Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960; Pylyshyn, 1984). For that reason, regardless of whether perceptual learning occurs at early-, mid-, or late-stage, it is assumed that motor processes do not play a role for perceptual learning. In fact, in most perceptual studies, observers are presented with stimuli that they have either to detect, categorize, or discriminate, then, take a decision, and finally respond by pressing one of two buttons, accordingly (binary forced choice). Such experimental designs promote segregation and serial processing of the information (i.e., perception > cognition > action). In particular, motor responses seem to play no role for perceptual learning because the output of the decision-making stage can be mapped on any arbitrary action (e.g., Szumska, van der Lubbe, Grzeczkowski, & Herzog, 2016). Nonetheless, in everyday life, many (if not most) of our actions require continuous sensorimotor interactions with the environment rather than “trial-like,” serial interactions that end with a perceptual report preceded by a binary choice (Cisek, 2007; Cisek & Kalaska, 2010; Lebedev & Wise, 2002; Michaels, 2000; Smeets & Brenner, 2001).

Accordingly, it was recently shown that perceptual learning with binary and continuous motor responses, such as button presses and mouse adjustment, lead to different procedural-related specificities (Green, Kattner, Siegel, Kersten, & Schrater, 2015; Grzeczkowski, Cretenoud, et al., 2017).

In a previous study (Grzeczkowski, Cretenoud et al., 2017), participants trained with a classic bisection task discriminating a left from a right offset by pressing a left or a right button, respectively. Before and after training, participants performed a bisection task with the same stimulus by adjusting the position of the central line with a computer mouse. We found a significant improvement following training but no transfer to the untrained type of motor response, i.e., mouse adjustment. The same results were found in a subsequent experiment, where inversely, participants trained with the bisection task by adjusting the position of the central line with the computer mouse while they were tested before and after training with a standard, button press bisection task. Similarly, Green et al. (2015) did not find any significant transfer after perceptual learning from a binary button presses to mouse adjustment condition for an orientation discrimination task and vice-versa. These studies show that perceptual learning is specific for the procedural aspects of the motor response, which suggests that during perceptual learning, visual and motor signals are to some extent, encoded together. Therefore, these results disagree with most of the theories on perceptual learning, which assume that motor processes are of no avail for perceptual learning. Here, we show that this motor response specificity of perceptual learning persists even when the same effectors are used for the trained and the untrained motor response conditions (Experiment 1). However, this specificity can be overcome by double training (Experiments 2 and 3).
General methods

Participants

Thirty-eight naive students from the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland took part in the study (19 females; mean age 21 years, range 18–26 years). Prior to the experiments, participants’ visual acuity was measured with the Freiburg visual acuity test (Bach, 1996). Participants had to reach a value of at least 1.0 binocularly to take part in the study (corresponding to a Snellen fraction of 20/20). Participants signed an informed consent and were compensated 20 Swiss francs per hour. The procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the local ethics committee.

Setup and stimuli

Observers sat in a dimly illuminated experimental room at 2 m from the monitor. Head movements were minimized by using a chin rest with a forehead bar. Stimuli were displayed on a Tektronix 608 monitor with a 200 Hz refresh rate controlled by a PC via fast 16-bit D/A converters (1 MHz pixel rate). Bisection stimuli were made of lines that were composed of overlapping dots drawn with a dot pitch of 200 μm at a dot rate of 1 MHz. Vertical and horizontal bisection stimuli were composed of 20′ (arc minutes) long bluish lines (~80 cd/m²) presented on a dark background (<1 cd/m²). The distance between the outer lines was either 20′ (Figure 1A and B) during the main experiments or 40′ during the warming up blocks. No fixation point was presented to avoid that observers potentially discriminate whether the central line is to the left or right from this fixation dot. Luminance was measured with a Minolta LS-100 luminance meter. A Logitech B58 optical mouse or wireless push buttons were used for collecting observers’ responses.

Procedure

Bisection task with button presses

Participants discriminated whether the central line was offset either to the left or right (down or up for horizontal stimuli) by pressing a left or a right button, respectively. In Experiment 1, participants pressed the left and right buttons of a computer mouse using their index and middle fingers. In Experiments 2 and 3, participants used wireless push buttons, one in each hand and used their left and right thumbs for button presses. An adaptive staircase procedure and maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the psychometric function were used to measure thresholds of 75% correct responses (parameter estimation by sequential tracking [PEST]; starting value: 100 arc seconds; min. step, 0.05dB; max. step, 3dB; Taylor & Creelman, 1967). Each trial started with a blank screen presented for 200 ms. Then, the stimulus was presented for 150 ms. Participants had 3,000 ms to respond. An auditory tone indicated erroneous responses. The next trial started after a delay of 500 ms.

Bisection task with mouse adjustment

Each trial started with a blank screen for 200 ms. Then, a bisection stimulus appeared at the center of the screen. The position of the central line was offset either to the left or to the right (up or down for horizontal stimuli) by 120 arc seconds for the small, 20′-wide vertical and horizontal stimuli and 240 arc seconds for the 40′-wide stimuli. The side of the offset was randomized across trials. The task of the participants was to adjust the central line to the smallest perceptible offset on the side on which the central line initially appeared. Observers were told that adjustments exceeding the central line should be avoided and are erroneous. Participants adjusted the central line by moving the computer mouse horizontally (on its y-axis). At the end of each adjustment, observers confirmed the position of their adjustment by pressing the left mouse button. An auditory feedback tone indicating the side to which observers adjusted the central line was provided. Adjustments placed on the left side of the center were followed by a 420-Hz tone and those on the right by a 580-Hz tone. Before the next trial, a blank screen was presented after observer’s response for 500 ms. Adjustments shorter than 500 ms or longer than 15 s were rejected and replaced by new trials within the same block.

Warming up

On Day 1, participants first performed 80 practice trials to familiarize with the task (Figure 1C). As mentioned, these practice trials were performed with 40′-wide bisection stimuli. In all three experiments, 40 of those practice trials were performed with the horizontal stimulus and participants judged if the central line was above or below the center by pressing a left or a right button, respectively. In the remaining 40 practice trials, participants adjusted the central line to the smallest perceptible upper or lower (Experiment 1) or left or right (Experiments 2 and 3) offset. Importantly, during practice trials, the combination of the motor response, the orientation of the stimulus, and its width was never the same as during the training or the pre- and the posttraining tests. During the warming up
phase, the experimenter was present in the experimental room and ensured that observers understood the task.

Data analysis

Learning was assessed by fitting a linear regression to individual training data. One-sample t tests were applied to the slopes of the regression lines with a null hypothesis that the mean of the sample is not different from zero. Pre- and posttraining tests performance was calculated by averaging the mean offsets (mouse adjustment) or the thresholds (button presses) from both blocks in each condition.

Outlier rejection

Because the interest of the study concerned the transfer of learning, participants who did not improve performance during training were rejected from the analysis as no transfer is expected if there is no learning in the first place. Nonlearners were rejected if their performance during training decreased, i.e., if the slope of the fitted linear regression was positive. Participants that underwent two simultaneous trainings during each training session (double training; Experiments 2 and 3), had to have increasing performances (i.e., negative regression slopes) in both training types in order to be included in the data analysis. In total, eight participants were rejected from the analysis (Experiment 1: one participant; Experiment 2: three participants and Experiment 3: four participants).

Experiment 1

It was recently shown that perceptual learning with a binary forced-choice task does not transfer to an adjustment task and vice versa, even though the stimuli were almost identical (Green et al., 2015; Grzeczkowski, Cretenoud, et al., 2017). These results suggest that perceptual learning is specific for the type of motor response. Here, we first examined whether that specificity persists if both types of motor response are performed with the same hand and fingers, thus processed by the same brain hemisphere. Second, we investigated if perceptual learning transfers to the untrained hand for the trained type of motor response (mouse adjustment). Third, although it was proposed that longer training protocols lead to more specificity to the trained stimulus features (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997, 2004; Jeter, Dosher, Liu, & Lu, 2010), it is still possible that the lack of transfer between the two types of motor responses was due to an insufficient amount of training. Therefore, we extended the amount of training from two to four training sessions and tested if it yields more transfer.

Methods

Ten participants took part in the experiment (five females; mean age: 20.9 years; range: 18–24 years). Prior to the experiment, participants’ hand dominance was assessed with the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971). The experiment was conducted on 4 consecutive days (Figure 1C). Only the vertical bisection stimulus (Figure 1A) was used throughout the experiment (except for the warming up trials). On Day 1, participants were familiarized with the setup by performing 80 practice trials (warming up, cf. General methods). Then, participants’ pretraining performance was measured in three conditions, two blocks per condition, 80 trials per block: (1) Participants adjusted the central line to the smallest perceptible offset by using a computer mouse. The mouse adjustment was performed with the hand that was not trained afterwards. (2) Participants judged if the central line was offset to the left or to the right by pressing the left or the right button of a computer mouse with the hand that subsequently was (2) and was not (3) trained. Then, participants performed seven blocks of training, each block containing 80 trials. During training, participants adjusted the central line of the bisection stimulus to the smallest offset they could perceive. On Day 2, participants performed seven blocks of training, followed by posttraining tests, which were composed of the three identical conditions as during the pretraining tests. On Day 3, participants performed seven blocks of training. On Day 4, participants performed the same session as on Day 2, i.e., seven blocks of training, followed by the posttraining tests. Five participants performed the training with their dominant and five with their nondominant hand. All the three test conditions composing the pre- and posttraining tests (pre, post, and post+) were counterbalanced across participants. Participants were free to take short breaks between blocks if they were feeling the need.

Results

Performance improved over the 4 days of training (Figure 2A; mean slope = −0.34 ± 0.22, one-sample t test, \( t[9] = 5.01, p < 0.001 \)). Hand dominance had no significant effect on learning (dominant hand, mean slope = −0.39 ± 0.29 vs. nondominant hand, mean slope = −0.29 ± 0.22; paired t test, \( t[4] = 0.56, p = 0.60 \)).
We conducted one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs to assess the transfer of learning on the three conditions tested (adjustment with the untrained hand, button presses with the trained and, the untrained hand) at three different time points (pre, post, and post+). Learning transferred to the untrained hand in the mouse adjustment condition (pre vs. post, $p = 0.002$; pre vs. post+, $p < 0.001$) but was not significantly stronger after 4 days of training as compared to 2 days of training (post vs. post+). There was no transfer of learning to the untrained motor response conditions, neither to the trained, nor to the untrained hand. Error bars represent ± SEM.

Figure 2. Mouse adjustment and button press bisection tasks are in red and blue, respectively. (A) Participants trained with a vertical bisection stimulus by adjusting the central line to the smallest perceptible offset with a computer mouse. Performance significantly improved over training ($p < 0.001$). (B) Learning transferred to the untrained hand in the mouse adjustment condition (pre vs. post, $p = 0.002$; pre vs. post+, $p < 0.001$) but was not significantly stronger after 4 days of training as compared to 2 days of training (post vs. post+). There was no transfer of learning to the untrained motor response conditions, neither to the trained, nor to the untrained hand. Error bars represent ± SEM.

We conducted one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs to assess the transfer of learning on the three conditions tested (adjustment with the untrained hand, button presses with the trained and, the untrained hand) at three different time points (pre, post, and post+). Learning transferred to the mouse adjustment condition performed with the untrained hand (Figure 2B, red; $F[2, 18] = 20.18$, $p < 0.001$; partial eta² = 0.69 [large]). This effect remained significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons ($\alpha = 0.05/3 = 0.017$). Scheffé post hoc tests identified significant differences between the pre- and the posttest (pre vs. post; $F[2, 18] = 9.00$, $p = 0.002$) and between the pretest and the second posttest (pre vs. post+; $F[2, 18] = 19.32$, $p < 0.001$). The difference between the first and the second posttests was not statistically significant (post vs. post+; $F[2, 18] = 1.95$, $p = 0.17$) suggesting that a 4-day training does not induce a stronger transfer as compared to a 2-day training. Learning did not transfer to the bisection task when participants used the left and right mouse buttons to judge the offsets with the trained (Figure 2B, blue; $F[2, 18] = 0.005$, $p = 0.99$), nor the untrained hand (Figure 2B, blue; $F[2, 18] = 0.365$, $p = 0.69$).

### Experiment 2

In double training, two stimuli features were shown to transfer across different trained locations (Mastropasqua et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2012, 2014; Xiao et al., 2008; J. Y. Zhang & Yang, 2014; J.-Y. Zhang et al., 2010; but see Liang, Zhou, Fahle, & Liu, 2015a, 2015b). For example, Xiao et al. (2008) demonstrated that training, in which observers learn to judge offsets of a vertical Vernier in one location and a horizontal Vernier in a second location, leads to a strong transfer between the two trained locations. In other words, the Vernier discrimination of both the horizontal and the vertical stimuli improved during training at both locations. Interestingly, it was shown that mechanisms underlying double training are also effective in releasing specificity in the visuomotor learning (Yin, Bi, Yu, & Wei, 2016). Here, we tested whether double training can overcome the specificity to motor responses. Observers trained with a vertical bisection stimulus with mouse adjustment and the horizontal bisection stimulus with button presses. In order to test whether double training enables transfer across stimuli and types of motor responses, we tested the untrained combinations of the stimulus orientation – motor response before and after training, i.e., the vertical stimulus with the button presses and the horizontal stimulus with the mouse adjustment.

### Methods

Ten participants were randomly enrolled in the experiment (four females; mean age: 20 years; range: 18–26 years). The experiment was conducted on 2 consecutive days (Figure 1C). On Day 1, participants were familiarized with the setup by performing 80 practice trials (warming up, cf. General methods). Before the training, participants’ pretraining baseline performance was measured in two conditions, two blocks of 80 trials each: (1) Participants judged whether the central line of a vertical bisection stimulus (Figure 1A) was offset to the left or to the right by pressing either a left or a right push button, respectively. (2) Participants adjusted the central line of a horizontal bisection stimulus (Figure 1B) to the
Next, participants performed 14 blocks of training. For seven training blocks, participants were presented with the horizontal bisection stimulus (Figure 1B) and had to judge the offset of the central line to be below or above the middle by pressing a left or a right push button, respectively. For the remaining seven training blocks, participants trained to adjust the central line of the vertical bisection stimulus (Figure 1A) to the smallest left or right offset using the computer mouse. On Day 2, participants performed again 14 blocks of the same training followed by the posttests which were identical to the pretests. The two trainings were performed sequentially, i.e., participants first performed seven blocks of one type of training and then the seven blocks of the other training. The order of the two trainings was counterbalanced across participants but it was the same for a given participant on both days. The two conditions composing the pre- and posttraining tests were counterbalanced across participants. Participants were free to take short breaks between blocks.

Results

Participants significantly improved performance in both types of training, i.e., the button presses with the horizontal bisection stimulus (Figure 3A, blue; mean slope = $-1.43 \pm 1.32$, one-sample $t$ test, $t[9] = 3.43$, $p = 0.008$) and the mouse adjustment with the vertical bisection stimulus (Figure 3A, red; mean slope = $-0.67 \pm 0.36$, one-sample $t$ test, $t[9] = 5.9$, $p < 0.001$). Learning transferred to the button press condition with the vertical bisection stimulus (Figure 3B, blue; paired $t$ test, $t[9] = 3.46$, $p = 0.007$) but not to the mouse adjustment condition with the horizontal bisection stimulus (Figure 3B, red; paired $t$ test, $t[9] = 0.912$, $p = 0.4$). Significant effects remained significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons ($\alpha = 0.05/4 \approx 0.013$).
Methods

Ten different participants took part in the experiment (eight females; mean age: 21 years; range: 18–26 years). The experimental protocol was the same as in Experiment 2 except that during training, both bisection stimuli, i.e., the vertical and the horizontal stimuli, were trained with the same type of motor response, i.e., mouse adjustment.

Results

Participants improved performance with the mouse adjustment trainings with both stimuli (Figure 3C; horizontal bisection, mean slope = −0.58 ± 0.43, one-sample *t* test, *t*(9) = 4.23, *p* = 0.002; vertical bisection, mean slope = −0.74 ± 0.35, one-sample *t* test, *t*(9) = 6.67, *p* < 0.001). The difference between the pre- and posttraining mouse adjustment condition with the horizontal bisection stimulus was significant, confirming that learning took place (Figure 3D, red; paired *t* test, *t*(9) = 4.66, *p* = 0.001). Learning did not transfer to the button press condition with the vertical bisection stimulus (Figure 3D, blue; paired *t* test, *t*(9) = 0.52, *p* = 0.6). Significant effects remained significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (α = 0.05/4 ≈ 0.013). Results suggest that during training in Experiment 2, the exposure to the button press condition is necessary for learning to transfer to the horizontal condition.

Discussion

In the early days, perceptual learning was dominated by the question of where it occurs in the visual hierarchy. Behavioral studies (Fiorentini & Berardi, 1981; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Poggio, Fahle, & Edelman, 1992; Ramachandran, 1976; Ramachandran & Bradick, 1973; Vogels & Orban, 1985) and electrophysiological findings (Crist et al., 2001; Schoups et al., 2001) showing high specificity of perceptual learning were taken as evidence that perceptual learning is mediated by neural changes at the early stages of visual processing such as V1. In the last decades, later sensory and decision-making stages were favored (Dosher & Lu, 1998, 1999; Ghose, 2004; Ghose et al., 2002; Mollon & Danilova, 1996; Petrov et al., 2005) based on findings that task-irrelevant perceptual learning (Choi et al., 2009; Galliusi et al., 2018; Seitz et al., 2009; Seitz & Watanabe, 2009; Watanabe et al., 2001) and double training (Mastropasqua et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014, 2012; Xiao et al., 2008; J. Y. Zhang & Yang, 2014; T. Zhang et al., 2010) can prevent the specificity of perceptual learning. Other studies showed that perceptual learning can reorganize drastically visual cortical areas functionally (Chen et al., 2016; Shibata, Sasaki, Kawato, & Watanabe, 2016; Shibata et al., 2011), suggesting even more complicated scenarios. However, all theories agree that decision making is the last crucial stage for perceptual learning. One reason seems to be that the stimulus alternatives (left vs. right offset) can be arbitrarily mapped onto any type of motor response (button presses, verbal responses, eye movements, etc.). We recently showed however that perceptual learning can also be specific for the type of motor response (Grzeczkowski et al., 2017).

Here, we first replicated this finding and showed that training with mouse adjustments does not transfer to button presses even if motor effectors (here, the hand and fingers) are the same in both motor response conditions (Experiment 1, Figure 2B, blue). This result shows that even if the motor-related processes are lateralized in the same brain hemisphere, the specificity to the trained motor response persists. This rules out the possibility that perceptual learning is specific for motor-related processes such as motor execution. Green et al. (2015) found no transfer from an estimation (mouse adjustment) to a categorical task (binary button presses) for an orientation discrimination task, but a different explanation was proposed. They proposed that a binary and adjustment tasks differ in the optimal solution the observer must adopt to solve the task. Both tasks thus refer to different learning rules. Because in a categorical task, the reference orientation was constant throughout the experiment, the optimal solution would be to sharpen a discriminant dividing the visual space in two decisional regions. In the estimation task, however, where the orientation of the stimulus to match was varied randomly from trial to trial, the optimal solution would be a regression line that continuously maps stimulus orientation to a motor response. This explanation does not hold for our results because crucially, in our study, the middle of the bisection space was constant in the adjustment condition. Therefore, the optimal solution for both, binary and adjustment conditions would be
the same discriminant that divides the bisection space in two.

Second, we showed that learning transfers to the untrained hand and fingers when the type of the motor response remains the same, namely mouse adjustment (Experiment 1, Figure 2B, red). This result is in accordance with the motor learning literature showing that learned movements are transferred across hands and are thus effector independent (Grafton, Hazeltine, & Ivry, 2002; Perez et al., 2007; Witt, Margraf, Bieber, Born, & Deuschl, 2010). This result demonstrates that perceptual learning with mouse adjustments can elicit transfer to untrained conditions and that the lack of transfer to button press conditions is not due to the insufficient amount of training or lack of statistical power. In other words, we do find transfers when these are expected.

Third, we showed that an extension of training from two to four sessions has no significant effect on transfer, therefore confirming the validity of our two-day protocol.

Fourth, with a double training procedure, we showed transfer to the untrained combination of stimulus orientation and motor response type, i.e., the vertical bisection with button presses (Experiment 2, Figure 3B, blue). In Experiment 3, the improvements in that transfer condition were nonsignificant (Figure 3D, blue) since during double training observers were not exposed to button presses. These results indicate that perceptual learning can transfer to other types of motor response. Importantly however, the visual signals, which undergo plasticity, must be encoded during training to motor response types that will subsequently used in the posttraining test. Similar reasoning was recently proposed to explain specificity and transfer in visual perceptual learning (rule-based learning; Xiong et al., 2016; T. Zhang et al., 2010). According to that model, transfer of perceptual learning is ensured if functional connections between high-level neurons and low-level neurons coding for untrained stimulus features are established through bottom-up and/or top-down activations. Similarly, we show in Experiment 3 that the exposure to the untrained motor response (button presses) and therefore the underlying neuronal activations are necessary to ensure a significant transfer. Our results, together with the findings that double training can overcome motor learning specificity and that perceptual and motor learning share similar mechanisms (Censor, Sagi, & Cohen, 2012), suggest that not only visual features, but also relevant motor actions could potentially be explained by the rule-based learning.

Interestingly, the transfer to the other combination of untrained stimulus orientation and motor response type, i.e., the horizontal bisection task performed with mouse adjustment, was nonsignificant in Experiment 2 (Figure 3, red). This confirms that unlike for binary actions (e.g., button presses), learned visuomotor contingencies are much stronger for continuous, interactive actions such as mouse adjustments (Cisek, 2007; Cisek & Kalaska, 2010; Grzeczkowski, Cretenoud, et al., 2017; Vahdat, Darainy, Milner, & Osty, 2011). This is in line with the literature showing that for continuous actions (i.e., not binary perceptual reports), sensory and motor signals are strongly related at the behavioral level (Beets, ’t Hart, et al., 2010; Beets, Rosler, & Fiehler, 2010; Brown, Wilson, Goodale, & Grubb, 2007; Casile and Giese, 2006; Hecht, Vogt, & Prinz, 2001) and neural level in humans (Engel, Burke, Fiehler, Bien, & Rösler, 2008; Reithler, van Mier, Peters, & Goebel, 2007; Vahdat et al., 2011) and animals (Matyas et al., 2010; Poort et al., 2015; Saleem, Ayaz, Jeffery, Harris, & Carandini, 2013). For example, it was shown that a mere visual exposure to movements activates motor-related brain areas in human (Engel et al., 2008; Reithler et al., 2007). In mice, it was found that motor activity strongly modifies neural responses in primary visual cortex (Poort et al., 2015; Saleem et al., 2013). Thus, it seems that at the neural level, in protocols using continuous motor responses, it is difficult to clearly distinguish between perceptual and motor processes. Furthermore, there is growing evidence showing that, for certain sensorimotor tasks, perception, decision making, motor planning, as well as the transformation of these signals into actions are processed within the same sensorimotor circuits (Cisek & Kalaska, 2005; Pesaran, Nelson, & Andersen, 2008; Romo, Hernández, & Zainos, 2004; Romo, Hernández, Zainos, Lemus, & Brody, 2002). For example, it was shown that posterior parietal cortex (PPC) represents sensory information of objects of interest present in the environment, as well as decision making, and action-related processes (Buneo, Jarvis, Batista, & Anderson, 2002; Dorris & Glimcher, 2004; Kalaska & Crammond, 1995; Sugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2004; Yang & Shadlen, 2007; for reviews, see Andersen & Buneo, 2002; Colby & Goldberg, 1999; Stein, 1992).

Accordingly, our present and previous (Grzeczkowski, Cretenoud, et al., 2017) results suggest that, perceptual, decisional, and, motor signals are encoded together when during perceptual learning continuous actions are performed. This is in accordance with theories (Cisek, 2007; Cisek & Kalaska, 2010; Gibson, 1979; Hommel, Müseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001; O’Regan & Noé, 2002; Prinz, 1997) showing that perceptual, decisional, and motor processes are hardly dissociable for continuous actions (for reviews, see Cisek & Kalaska, 2010; Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Lebedev & Wise, 2002; Osty & Grubb, 2016).

It was proposed that sensory information is simultaneously transformed into several, relevant motor
plans (or affordances; action specification) while one of them is chosen (decision making; action selection) for the final action (affordance competition hypothesis; Cisek, 2007; Cisek & Kalaska, 2005, 2010). Here, we do not claim that stimuli are in general coded together with actions. We propose, that during intensive training, sensory information becomes strongly associated with the trained motor plans while other, nontrained motor plans are excluded from the competition for action specification after training. This results in motor response specificity unless other motor plans are still available for action specification during training like in double training.

There seems to be no large common factor for vision (Bosten & Mollon, 2010; Cappe, Clarke, Mohr, & Herzog, 2014; Grzeczkowski et al., 2018; Grzeczkowski, Clarke, Francis, Mast, & Herzog, 2017). For example, it was found that Vernier acuity correlates only weakly with Gabor detection or Landolt-C acuity (Cappe et al., 2014). Thus, it might be that this hyperspecificity comes from the way we measure visual performance, i.e., by dissociating learned sensory signals from their context-relevant decisional (including intentions) and motor processes. Overney, Blanke, and Herzog (2008) tested visual abilities of tennis players and nonathletes with a battery of seven visual tests, namely coherent motion discrimination, speed discrimination, visual backward masking, tennis ball detection, pattern detection, attentional blink, and flash lag illusion. Surprisingly, except for a few measurements, tennis players had the same performance as the nonathletes. We propose that perceptual learning protocols that aim to be applied in rehabilitation, education, sport, etc., should be designed beyond the classic information processing framework that promotes segregation of perception, cognition, and action, but rather involve context-relevant actions into training protocols that might result in better transfer.

Taken together, our results suggest that perceptual, decisional, and motor associations created during perceptual learning are much stronger than it was thought before. Encoded together during training, perceptual, decisional, and motor signals cannot easily be disentangled.

**Keywords:** perceptual learning, double training, transfer, specificity, bisection, perception-action
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